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NDIIPP - Web At Risk

Research project in 2004

Interviews with web archivists about their 
collecting processes and workflows.

One line of discussion stuck, “We often collect 
web sites so that we can make sure and get the 
documents that are being placed on the web”

Archiving the web with the goal of collecting 
government publications so that they won’t be 
lost and can be worked with in the future.
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End of Term Experiments

In 2008 the End of Term Web Archive began to archive 
the US Federal .gov and .mil websites once every four 
years as part of our presidential election cycle.

In 2012 we started to analyze the PDF content in these 
collections and as you can imagine, identified millions of 
PDF files. In 2008 we identified 4.5 million unique PDF 
files. 

Many of these would be wonderful additions to our 
Government Documents Collections.

But there were so many to sort through

https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc155622/
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End of Term Publications

During the 2016 End of Term project we 
identified all of the PDF documents that had 
been nominated for capture. 

These totalled over 1,900. 

We extracted these from our crawls and built a 
digital collection for these in the UNT Digital 
Library

We worked with volunteers to create metadata 
records these documents so they could be 
easily accessed.

https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/EOT/
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CyberCemetery
Extracted Publications
Many of the websites archived in the 
CyberCemtery existed as a way of publishing a 
final report that was also submitted to Congress. 

These reports are present in the web archive but 
users had to know how to look for them. 

A clear improvement to the user experience is to 
make these publications standard items in the 
digital library with proper metadata for discovery. 

It might seem like an obvious thing to do but 
didn’t cross our mind for an embarrassingly long 
time.

https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/GDCCP/
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2017 IMLS Grant Project

Explore the use of machine learning models to 
identify and classify “in scope” publications that 
exist in web archives. 

Three domains of experiment

● State Publications
● Federal Technical Reports
● University Faculty Publications

Overall work was successful with models able to 
correctly identify in scope publications. 

Challenges often resulted in not enough labelled 
data for more advanced models.

https://www.imls.gov/grants/awarded/lg-71-17-0202-17
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2017 Grant Cont.

In addition to experiments with different 
approaches, we created datasets that could be 
used by others to experiment. 

We also conducted qualitative research with a 
dozen web archiving and collection 
professionals to understand how they select. 

A major finding was that existing library catalogs 
are often referenced as containing the 
“collecting history” of an organization.

This was especially true for state government 
documents collections.

https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1757659/
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IMLS 2022 Grant Project

Leveraging Existing Bibliographic Metadata to 
Improve Automatic Document Identification in 
Web Archives

Extension of the research from 2017, specifically 
can we leverage bibliographic metadata from 
library catalogs and digital collections to build 
better models for document classification. 

Can we use these models to reduce the human 
labor involved in building larger labelled 
datasets for training. 

What metadata is most useful for this kind of 
model building.

https://www.imls.gov/grants/awarded/lg-252349-ols-22
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Research Questions

Project Goal: The overarching goal of this project is to investigate the potential of using existing 
bibliographic metadata related to state government document collections to better train machine 
learning models that can assist librarians and information professionals in identifying and 
classifying high-value publications from large web archives.

Research Questions:

1. How can large amounts of training data be generated for supervised approaches with less 
intensive human effort, which is often impractical?

2. How can we successfully incorporate information from unlabeled data to build robust 
classifiers for identifying documents in-scope of a collection?

3. How will our models generalize to data “in the wild” (i.e., data from a different state) and 
how robust are the models under distribution or vocabulary shifts (e.g., on data from one 
state to another under vocabulary distribution shifts, or from one collection type/scope to 
another), when no human-annotated datasets are available in the new / target domain?
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Grant Overview

Collaboration between the UNT Libraries and 
the Department of Computer Science at the 
University of Illinois Chicago

External data collaborators are the Library of 
Michigan and Archive It. 

Advisory board of experts in metadata, web 
archiving, state publications, government 
information and machine learning. 

Project team includes two primary investigators 
and two graduate research assistants. 
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Grant Data Scope

Texas State Publications

● 19,500+ records from a digital collection in 
The Portal to Texas History

● 13,785 records from our library catalog 
related to Texas Government Documents

● texas.gov web archive from 2012 and also 
2023. 

Michigan State Publications

● 5,439 records from their Digital 
Publications Collection

● MARC records from their library system
● michigan.gov collection from Archive-It 
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https://discover.library.unt.edu/



Grant Activity to Date

Exploring state web archives and government 
publications repositories

● 48/50 have recognizable digital 
publications collections

● 34/50 have some web archiving activity

Working on building datasets

Exploring metadata from state publications 
repositories from other states

Visualizing and describing collections of 
metadata from these repositories. 
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Texas State Publications - The Portal to Texas History
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Texas State Publications - The Portal to Texas History
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Clustering metadata records using 
vectors created with word 
embeddings

Texas State Publications - The Portal to Texas History
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Library of Michigan Digital Collection
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Library of Michigan Digital Collection
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Recreating previous grant work with current toolkits and 
workflows. 

Moving from TensorFlow to PyTorch

Creating baseline implementations for future 
experiments



Grant Next Steps

UNT is working on packaging Texas and 
Michigan Datasets for distribution.

Machine learning track of project will begin this 
summer at UIC

Begin to reimplement and share workflows and 
tools for replicating work.

https://library.unt.edu/digital-libraries/research/i
mls-2022/ 

https://github.com/state-pubs-from-web-archives 
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https://library.unt.edu/digital-libraries/research/imls-2022/
https://library.unt.edu/digital-libraries/research/imls-2022/
https://github.com/state-pubs-from-web-archives


Thank you.

mark.phillips@unt.edu

@vphill
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